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"This is the only check I don't mind writing! I wouldn't miss this for nuthin'!" (Bill Swiger, WV.)

ON THE INSIDE..........
- Variable Speech Control - Paul Daplyn
- Clipping Corner - Ken Broomless
- The first Turkey-1016 verie - Ben Dangerfield

NEW MEMBERS
* John T. Ridge, 674 E. 43rd St., Brooklyn, NY 11203
* Eric Wilson, 325 Ash, Ames, IA 50010
* Frederic H. Pollard, Star Route 00864, Sierra Verde, Christiansted, St. Croix, U. S. Virgin Islands, 00820

Robert Kramar, 3406 W. Pierce, Chicago, IL 60651 (re-joins)
* John F. Gudgel, 121 Fleetwood Terr., Williamsville, NY 14221
* Robert J. McWaters, Polygraphic Lane, No. Bennington, VT 05257
* Rodney E. Barnes, 1703 Wilshire, Hutchinson, KS 67501
* Hal Weeden, 1003 - 17th Ave., W. Belmar, NJ 07719
* John Silliman, 230 Elruth Ct., #86, Girard, OH 44420

RENEWALS

FLASH TIPS & SUCHLIKE
12/23 TEST from WMC not hrd by TRS, only weak TT. WWX-1430 in like a bomb (TRS) I didn't play my remote tape back yet, hi -(RJE) WWX and KJIS-1420 both hrd (Starr) KBON-550 hrd during KATY TEST sked instead by B. Reynolds. KCNO-570 not hrd, WQAM-560 hrd 12/23 by Hansch. No 12/23 TESTS tried (RJE). WJBI testing during WWX TEST per Starr.

NOTES &c FROM NJPC
Mike Hardester sends along a copy of the notification he received from FBIS & Sup't of Documents, actually ADVERTISING the new FBIS logs. It says that the 26th ed. is corrected to 6/1/74. Normally they are 18 months behind, and the previous publicity indicated as much, so one would suspect that 6/1/73 is more like it. AM geographic and alphabetic list is $2.65, order # P&H 134-74 PART I. AM by frequency is also $2.65, same #, but PART II. Address orders to Sup't. of Documents, U.S. Gov't Printing Office, Washington, DC, 20402. All orders postpaid, include payment w/ order. Let see what happens this time, hi.

Holding pattern includes some pix, 2 Hagan articles (awaiting proper stuff to redraw diagrams at HQ) and one from Tull (awaiting editing & re-typing), plus a page of verie-signers. Likewise or annual report for year ended October is still out, the accountant says we can't publish it yet until we file notice w/IRS. Our intentions are good, anyway, hi. Also holding a list of stuff for DXCHANGE which RS doesn't know I have, hi. I'll type it up for next issue & run his header on it, hi.
### C. P. O. Test Schedule

#### Monday, Jan. 06
- **0100-0200** * WIUL-1570 * Beverly, MA 500 D NNE/C
- **0200-0300** * WAGB-1280 * Michigan City, IN 5000/5000 U NNE/C
- **0300-0400** * WAII-730 * Chicopee, MA 5000 D NNE/C
- **0400-0500** * WIGC-360 * Marion, IN 250 D NNE/C
- **0500-0600** * WAGB-1280 * Warsaw, IL 5000 U NNE/C
- **0630-0730** * KPST-860 * Fort Stockton, TX 250 D NNE/C
- **0730-0830** * KNNN-1270 * Alamosa, NM 1000 D NNE/C
- **0830-0930** * WRJR-1170 * Morgantown, WV 5000/5000 U NNE/C
- **1005-1100** * WCNI-1010 * Columbus, IN 500 D NNE/C
- **1100-1200** * WTTT-980 * Danville, IL 1000 U NNE/C
- **1200-1300** * WTVS-890 * Crystal Lake, IL 500 D NNE/C
- **1300-1400** * WHA-970 * Madison, WI 5000 D NNE/C
- **1400-1500** * WWSO-970 * Southbridge, MA 1000 D NNE/C
- **1500-1600** * KGAL-1550 * Fargo, ND 5000 D NNE/C
- **1600-1700** * WFPR-1170 * Francis, PA 1000/5000 U NNE/C
- **1700-1800** * KXIN-980 * Grants, NM 1000 D NNE/C
- **1800-1900** * KRBN-5600 * Blue Earth, MN 5000 D NNE/C
- **1900-2000** * KPOC-1120 * Pocatello, ID 1000 D NNE/C
- **2000-2100** * WLUX-990 * LaCrosse, WI 1000/250 U NNE/C
- **2100-2200** * WEKD-1390 * Poughkeepsie, NY 5000 D NNE/C
- **2200-2300** * WMTN-590 * Uniontown, PA 1000 D NNE/C
- **2300-0200** * W1L-1140 * Columbus, OH 1000/250 U NNE/C
- **0200-0300** * KY1L-780 * Rockford, IL 5000 U NNE/C
- **0300-0400** * WOTT-1110 * Waterloo, NE 5000/1000 U NNE/C
- **0400-0500** * WEXI-1250 * West Hartfort, CT 1000 D NNE/C

#### Additional Tests Not Listed Above:

**Monday, Jan. 06**
- **0100-0200** * W2RS-1600 * Ripon, WI 5000 U NNE/C

**Saturday, Jan. 08**
- **1000-1100** * WNRG-1130 * Saginaw, MI 1000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Jan. 11**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Jan. 18**
- **0100-0200** * WZQ-540 * Fort Dodge, IA 5000 U NNE/C

**Monday, Jan. 25**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Jan. 31**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Sunday, Feb. 07**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Feb. 22**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Feb. 29**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Mar. 07**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Apr. 04**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, May 02**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Jun. 06**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Jul. 04**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Aug. 01**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Sep. 05**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Oct. 03**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Nov. 07**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Dec. 05**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Monday, Jan. 06**
- **0100-0200** * WZM-560 * New York, NY 5000 D NNE/C

**Details:**
- **WMLD** - Rock w/s, special IDs, V/s: Tim Smith, P.O. Box 344, 01915. Arr. John Ecker, Jr., NNE/C.
- **WINS** - 400 & 1000 Hz, TT, plus contemp. instr. w/s: T. Charles Smith, NEX, Old Chicago Rd., 46340. Arr. Gene Vonderembse, NNE/C.
- **WACX** - No program details. No v/s, Box 1, Springfield, 01101. Arr. John Ecker, Jr., NNE/C.
New stations, changes, skeds, etc. . . .

GREAT BRITAIN - BBC cuts for economic reasons will affect both TV and radio. Radios 1 and 2 on 1214 kHz and 200 kHz will sign on weekdays at 0600 and Sundays at 0555 as now and will sign off at 0430. Local BBC stations will also be affected by these schedule changes. Radios 1 and 2 will merge 1400-1700 and 1900-2000. Radios 3 and 4 will merge for 6 hours per week with what would have been Radio 3 programs and this will include 3 hours on Saturday afternoon. Radio 3 will s/off a little earlier. This plan is due to begin early in 1975. (Brownless) Ken also sent in a list of IB stations. Since it is identical to the one from Terry Greenhill that was run several issues ago (except for power, generally lower in Ken's list) I won't run it again. Our thanks to Ken for taking the time to send the list. (ED)

INDONESIA - The Indonesian Government is coordinating the progressive movement of all private stations from SW to MW. During 1975-79, high powered MW facilities are to be built at Jakarta, 250 kW; Ujung Pandang, 300 kW, Bandung, 200 kW; Surabaya and Semarang 20 kW. No frequencies given. (NIZIZA)

MALTZ - Radio Canada International apparently used the Deutsche Welle relay at Cypcio, 1750 kHz, during November, but a revised sked as of 12/1 shows no use of Malte by Canada. The Nov.-Mar. IN sked, however, shows:

- 0400-0445 Arabic
- 0445-0500 Turkish
- 0500-0550 Arabic

The 600 kW transmitter is beamed to Near East/North Africa. (Hauzer)

NAURU - The Nauru Broadcasting Service operates on 1320 kHz with 100 watts, with its own programming 1900-2100, 0015-0130 and 0515-1105. For the remainder of its 24 hour schedule, the station relays Radio Australia and the BBC. (NZMBR)

SOUTH AFRICA - This country will not disappear as a MW DX possibility. Some SABC transmitters, when dogged programming is completely switched to FM and MW, will remain on the air, relaying without local ID, L-M Radio from Mozambique. (Hauzer)

SHIKIYAMA - According to a brochure from TWR, permission is expected to be granted shortly for TWR to build a 150 kW MW station to beam programs to India, Pakistan and South Asia. (Minkleman) Frequency not given. (ED)

TUNISIA - RTV Tunisienne has purchased a 350 kW MW transmitter from Telefunken. This transmitter will be located at Gafsa, in south-west Tunisia, and will beam programs in Arabic to North Africa. (NIZIZA) Frequency not given. (ED)

U S VIRGIN ISLANDS - WIBA Frederiksted, St. Croix, granted a modification of CP to change frequency from 1090 to 1290 kHz. (Broadcasting)

PUERTO RICO - Femelas Broadcasters, Femelas has applied for a CP for a new station on 1330 kHz, 500 W. (Broadcasting)

In a slight departure from the norm, we are going to start with the veris . . .

NZL - NEW ZEALAND 2YA Wellington, v/card for 10/21 log, v/s unreadable, NZST time given on card. (Vernon)

590 - MEXICO XEUX Hermosillo, Son., friendly v/s after 4 f-ups from Luis Wefler Chebb, Gerente, at Apartado 68. Specific, stating 1500 kHz to be 5 kW and 9/30 500 watts. Also said that they would dedicate programs to me on both on 11/30.

630 - MEXICO XEFD Monterrey, N.L., specific v/s from Jose Luis Alcantara, Gerente, at Apartado 317 in 10 days. Also sent 5 stickers for FF, MH and (Hauzer)

690 - MEXICO XERG Monterrey, N.L., v/s from Miguel G. Cantu, Dept. de Mercadotecnia at Apartado 262. Specific confirmation. (Gleason, also has XERG 25K watt specific confirmation.) (Gleason, also has XERG 25K watt specific confirmation.)

790 - MEXICO XEKL Ciudad Lerdo, Dyo., specific v/s after 1 1 f-up from Eduardo Herrejon Chavez, Director General, at Apartado Postal 6 in Ciudad Lerdo. Also says sister station XEKF, "La Voz de la Laguna" 1300 kHz in Torreon (Lerdo is a suburb of same) is currently on a 250 watt exxt, while 10 kw tkg is being replaced. (Vernon) XEKL v/155 out of 228 reported (Vernon)

860 - NEW ZEALAND 1Y2 Motorua, v/c for 10/17 log, v/s as 2YA. S/O mentions "1, 2 and 4 YA". See NZDX Vol. 14, 85 report. (Vernon)

980 - AUSTRALIA SAN Adelaide, S.A., v/c w/map of Australia and local ABC MW and SW stations dotted. Veris for report of 10/17. (Vernon)

1016 - TURKEY Istanbul. Confirmation card received 12/19 w/station name, frequency and date written in. This was for my 9/12 reception, and is verified country #115. My first attempt brought only a brochure for the Voice of Turkey, so I had to send a f/up report. (Dangerfield) Congrats, Ben, let it be US to my knowledge. Also, if you were unable to send reports directly to Istanbul for this one, but I don't have an address. (ED)

1070 - MEXICO XEKP Quadalajara, Jal., v/l in 2 weeks on tentative report from Armando Nava, Jefe Tecnico, who says station has MW interference just outside the city. (Gleason)

1100 - ANTIGUA 2MT St. Johns, for report of 9/22/74 and one f/up. Country #68. (I assume this was regular QSL, ED). (Wilkinson)

1120 - MEXICO XEKN Quadalajara, Jal., v/l after 4 f-ups from Jorge Manuel Flores, Gerente at Priscillano Sanchez 10, 315-506. Says now called "Radio Centro" and same management. (Gleason)

1130 - MEXICO XEFP Compostela, Nayarit, v/l in a month from Julio Mondragon G, Gerente, at Apartado 95 in Tepic, Nayarit, who also says my report on XEKP-710 was not in agreement w/log, so I must have had someone else nearby. (Gleason)

1170 - MEXICO XEED Rueda, Pue., "La Divertida" v/l from Indolo Flores, Administrador, at Av. Juarez 2100, specifically confirming tentative report, says night power is 350 watts. (Gleason)

1195 - DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HINO Monte Rio, v/l to Nicolas Z. Laguna heard lengthly letter and 3 postals. (Schiller)

1280 - MEXICO XEP, see XEKS-590. (Vernal)

1345 - ECUADOR HFDJ Ambato, Pleasant surprise to receive black and white printed QSL for 4/18 reception (1 f/up), v/s Enrique Piranes G, Radiodifusora "Faz y Rien", P.O. Box 94, Ambato. Envelope says 5000 watts but 3500 was typed on QSL and I wave dipole antenna. (Schiller)

1380 - MEXICO XEFD Tepatitlán, Tla., v/l after 4 f-ups from Ricardo Vasquez J, Gerente, at Apartado Postal 29. Says has 210 watts in 180 foot tower. (Gleason)

1400 - MEXICO XEZH Sabinas Hidalgo, N.L., v/l by special delivery in 10 days from Armando Ros Leal, Gerente, in which he expresses amazement at reception with 250 watt power. (Vernon)

1500 - AUSTRALIAN 2MY Qld., v/c w/map of Queensland, local ABC MW and SW stations dotted. Veris for 6/3 log, address Box 293, GPO, Brisbane 4001. (Vernon)

1580 - MEXICO XEQ TLanciario, Hgo., v/l in 10 days from Juan Hernandez Gomez, Gerente at Apartado Postal 96. Specific veris, and quite emotional about and under cannot be to the point. (Wilkinson)

THE NEW YEAR IS HERE, HOPF EVERYONE RESOLUTION TO SUPPORT NRC THIS YEAR ! ! !

FRANCE Allouis fairly clear 0620 11/26, carrier heard on 155 same time, never had a carrier on 155 before. Reception of Allouis has been spotty.(F)

WEST GERMANY Saar. Reception apparently lost for us here, with the new CS station on 179 heard extremely loud day and night, apparently NSP.(Foxworth)

ALGERIA. Ain Beida in briefly, but clear at times, 11/23 2322-2333 w/typical AA max. Unfortunately, no acr heard and poor log overall. Noise unbearable after 2333 and I've not heard it since. (Burns) This has successfully now moved back to 529 khz, but I don't know date of move. (Ed)

ST. KITTS ZIZ Basseterre. BBC World News in EE at 2300, followed by Christmas msg from St. Thomas Church. Weak signal, but in the clear. Heard 12/15. (Ed) * Reported NSP.(Ed) * Noted new signing off at 0300. (Gleason)

MEXICO XDM Pueblas Negras, Coal, new name Radio Veredas pered at new NPM listing, now associated w/ the sales program branch of the Radio Centro group. (Gleason)

SPANISH RST Madrid was at a good level 0302 12/3. Sometimes heard fairly well when no other lowband ts are ringing. (Foxworth)

MEXICO XEFN Mexico, D.F., 12/10 1201 s/on to 1240 w/US rock, many spots. Readable about 10% of time, w/about 3 domestic in and out. First time. (Foxworth)

MEXICO XEFQ Hvo Bravo, Tamps., 12/10 1243 s/on w/power as 5 kw, then into ranchera, nortena and orica music. (Gleason)

VENUEZZA TV Y.R. Boliv Continental, Caracas, going wild w/doorbells u/db, // 5030 kHz, 12/16 at 1036. (Hauser)

DOMINICA Radio Dominica, Roseau fair to good 12/4 1010 w/choral, organ and some Christmas msg, talk about the people of Dominica. (Forth) * Wake up to the beautiful sound of 5-5-5 12/16 1035, soulful msg. (Hauser) * Above average.(Forth) * 56 level at 12/16, 1100. (Kilkinson)

GUADALOupe ORTF Aracou. A good sig w/ex in FF, ORTF IS on top of hour 2300 12/15. CQW was underneath w/loop, altho atop on 12; YQO later. (Fox)

SURINAM Radio, Paramaribo is being heard many evenings on top of worthig w/ID 12/4 0850 or earlier. (Gleason)

PARAGUAY 2P19 Radio Caaguazu, Coronel Oviedo, "El Caaguazu, en la ciudad de Coronel Oviedo" in passing 12/30 0915; also talking about Rio Parana. (Hauser) * Strong SS hr 0315 on 12/15, loopng down to strong for positive ID. (Dangerfield)

BRAZIL Radio Brazil reports the one here briefly 12/7 0535-0542 w/possible EE lessons by QM and YL in heavily accented EE, naturally. Of all things, sounded like they were explaining what an iguana was! Terrible slop from WMO didn't help. (Burns)

USG Heard at WGO 12/15 w/ID 12/15 1030 w/socer news and severe splash from AFRICA. (Fenton) * Don't know location, SS at 1015 on 12/16. (Kilkinson) Hakins gives freq as 648. How about someone on the WC measuring this one so we know if he's on 647 or 648. (Ed)

VENUEZZA TVR Orizas de los Medanos, Coro, presumed, 12/16 0932 since it gave 5 kHz TC threee times, memory stated was Pilaron, and went on w/her "mananitas navidenas" well o/another SS. (Burns)

PORTUGAL Lisbon first noted 11/9 2310-2340 w/alternating YL and OM accrs, EE and native pop mx. Audible many nights since around same time. (Burns)

VENUEZZA TVR La Radio America, Call QM program, Buenas Dias, on radio Spanish, and mainlynded for news and music. (Foxworth)

HONGKONG 12/16 0213 SS, ripple as before; 0231 "8 with 300 TW; presumed "Vox de Cambio (Lito)". (Burns)

MEXICO XUKOM, OM in SS, I'ded as "La O Grande de Oregones", talked, SS, mx, o/WSA. 12/14 at 1040. Called WSWB out the best I could. (Paschoke)

VENUEZZA TVN Radio Punto Pico 12/16 1010 on top/w/usual resounding IDE and frequent TCs, etc. (Forth)

MEXICO 1 had brief weak SS at 0827 w/WMO during sked KRD-O, see that sometime before 12/15. Weak signal here since that time period, presumably it was DX. (Foxworth)

THailand 1 htm 1 khz below Colosal, 12/14 0245; maybe Ambala? (Hauser)

VENUEZZA TVN Radio America, Call IDE program, Buenas Dias, on radio Spanish, and mainly news and music. (Foxworth)

AGEDOS 12/16 1045 SS but rough copy in 710 splash seemed to be giving names of listeners here; the Glanno tunes, so possibly a second SS; or here, may just be that very weak that was heard. (Burns)

ESTOSA TIXL R. Columbia, San Jose hrd 12/16 0545-0559 w/HH SS vocals and frequent IDE as "Colombia" after each selection. Gone at 0559 and I think they may have s/off at that time, although nothing to that affect heard. With lists s/off at 0500 so could be a chance. (Burns) * 12/13 0500 w/ID as "Columbia, el canal de los buenos programas" back from wherever it had been this season. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XEBC Xela, B.C. noted on car radio 12/14 0015 w/new name and all ranchera mx, "la Gran D" pronounced as if it were "la Grande". (Gleason)
- VENUEZA YQ9 Radio Barcelona 12/16 1000 w/an ad for nearly Puerto La Cruz, complicated chime sequence. (Hauser)
- MEXICO HLM ZM: John claims this he on 12/16 085-0925 w/mx was carried by Natalia Jackson and others. Frequent ID (974-?), but never passed an ID, something about "All Night Show" mentioned by anr but missed the essentials. Probably a new sked for the holidays or could be something new. (Burns)
- NICARAGUA (12/16) very good reception on 2200, better than anything in CBC. Normally 1200, 1245-1253, 1320, 1394 PL (official)"; anuncios; 0137 Mejoría. Para Ninos, other ads in corderos; 0141 Iracol-2; hora oficial de Nicaragua, 16 para las 9; Paul Anka mx feature. Those who haven't tried for la litera's 2nd harmonic are missing something! As for CBS, they hadn't managed to hear them on 1100. (Hauser) What are we missing Glenn? This is not a valid MX log, and that's why NIC and XING MW are all about. (ID)
- MEXICO XEQ Rio Bravo, Tamps., 4/00 12/16 1158 w/lengthy announcement, into a ballad and led by XEQ's s/o at 1200. Used call and "La Juventud" often. (Gleason)
- NICARAGUA YNP Radio Circuito, Leon usually here evenings w/KNX QM, good 12/16 0225 w/latina mx and "la Circuito" ID. (Hobr) "Circuito" SID, 12/14 0218; XBF splash usually worse than XEQ. (Hauser)
- UNID TA heard 2218 12/2 w/choplin piano mx, then fade in at 2230 while fading, language was RB or RR the go and lost soon after. Was quite clear previous 20 minutes w/enjoyable program. (Fowxorth)
- DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HHR R. Elkots, Santiago. Happened on this freq 09/28 in WHA w/EXK null to find latina at tune in, then full ID 0928 w/inclu- sion of fund raiser and affiliation. Paid 9/10 the then faded out, not to be found again! ID so quick, missed "Deseo Santiago" on my tape, and the taped ID states "...los Caballeros, transmite Radio Elkots, etc." (Callaman)
- KA1HI KELLA, Type 1. 0900 on 12/16. (Wilkinson)
- GUATEMALA "Aquí: el mejor de radio en Guatemala: Radio La Voz de la Costa Sur, en 1,130 kilómetros, un eslabon de: Embose Unidas de Guatemala"; loud and clear 12/16 0945. (Hauser)
- EL SALVADOR VHP, IAPA, 0235, for once better on its fundamental than on 2nd harmonic, 12/14 0238 pop mx, 21:9 TO, mentioning listeners in a number of places, such as La Union. (Hauser)
- COLOMBIA R. El Mundo, Bogota. 2 use in SS w/many IDs, mx, 12/13 2350 (no EXR, but not KSL who is normally here. (Paschke)
- DOMINICAN REPUBLIC HRCT Radio Radiolandia, Santiago all alone on channel ending mx and into mx "Radiolandia...desde la Santo Domingo, capital Dominicana" 2200 12/21. Also had "Radiolandia" jingle by children. (Delorenzo)
- KIRKU ISLANDS VOA Okinawa was steady 59 at 1140 on 12/16. (Wilkinson)
- INTERNATIONAL WATERS I see Radio Caroline is reported active on this freq. Station was heard again 0700 12/2 w/popular format, may have been in FX too, a weak signal. (Foxworth)
- COLOMBIA HJAT Radio Cordillera, Bogota, 12/16, pop mx Op35, ID and annos between records. Long sked, but when up quite good, all alone on freq. (Gleason) A big thanks card from this year, but still no veriete after several tries. (ID)
- COLOMBIA HJUE Jacuta, w/S9 w/ID, 12/16, 1033, talks, Merengue type mx - ID - talk about Santo Domingo - 12/13 at 2320. Fadeout at 2335. In mull of WAAR. Other QM but clear IDs. (Paschke)
- COLOMBIA R. Cordobesa, Monteria (Harmonic), really good sig on 2400 as 12/17 0356 w/off: "En su radio, Radio Cordobesa, Embora RAC, LA Rana de Colombia, Emisor Nacional de programas populares, de 30 min. en Salud, Colombia! Salud America!" NA and off. Missing 12/21, however, and hardly detectable since, so its days in the limelight seem to be over. (Hauser)
- UNID (Und) 12/23, new here, loud and clear even on 1NA, same format as past nov. 1200-1230 ID, not above 0050-0505. (Fwilson)
- ST KITTS Radio Paradise hard on 12/16 at 1045-1100 w/mx mx w/good sig but some QSB. Also hard on 12/17 from 0240-0300 close w/rel programming w/s6-s signals. (Finkle)
- MEXICO XEMT Xogoles, Son. noted AN 12/12 w/special program for Dec. 12 celebration of the Virgin of Guadalupe. Ranchers mx and expressions of gratitude. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XMTX Xovalajara, Jal., is probably what i heard 12/9 1130-1157 w/ID by 4 note corn horn after each song. Heard one boleiro, one rock song and one record. (Gleason)
- ST PIERRE ST MICHELON ORSF heard 2224-0015 w/off on 12/8. (Hitchenson)
- JUSS FBC was 54 at 1303 on 12/15 but was 58 at 1008 on 12/16. (Wilkinson)
- GUSTA HICA TI, a R. Colombia via here well 12/15 1128-1152 w/mx and lots of mx, frequent IDs w/"Columbia" and must be the 1400 station which was moved from Grenad.
- CAYMAN ISLAND WILE was very steady clear 59-89 on 1003. Best for a long time. (Wilkinson)
- ALASKA Truna very good at 2204, better than 1394 khs. This one also very good sig throughout Europe, including Ireland, where I was last winter. The date on the above reception was 12/8. (Dengerfield)
- MALAYSIA-SABAH was ST-8 at 1258 on 12/15 until w/off at 1300. Was exceptionally loud and clear w/terrific mx at 1135 on 12/16. (Wilkinson) ID 9 on 880, no copies of catalog programming w/slow good signals w/lot of mx (apparently w/dedications as many names and locales mentioned such as DAYO City, Mindanao, etc.) Also many anns as "Suara Malaysia". (Finkle)
- KIHEI KIRO to Piesco is using XERB call still, it seems, heard w/S6-NW several times 0800-0830 12/16. (Foxworth)
- POLAND Warsaw in w/very weak sig 0700 12/24. Taped across the hour for possible ID but on review of tape, 2 IS's noted which match my tape of R. Poland for the 1st time. Must new ID or something; just a few notes after local IDs. First new ID in a month. (Shin) was heard here too 0600 12/2 only a fair sig but clear w/stetonian piano mx, fast fade on sig. Also heard signs on 137S, 1358, 1241 and other stations noted freqs that morning. (Foxworth)
- DOMINICAN REPUBLIC R. Pueblo, Santo Domingo 12/15-16. Quantanameler. Mentioned经营 as "told by the producer to the" TC, fighting VIAC OC already, lost when VIAC began modulating 1028. Reported in NEC as HIBL. (Hauser)
- COLOMBIA 12/23 0955 anthem, 0959 s/o, o chimes, ID as "Ecos de la Sierra Flot, de Super Radio", opening 1100 w/504 TO program "Buenos Dias, Colombia". Made an ID of 0022 khs w/somebody not necessarily right on 1520 either. Listed as in Sampues. (Hauser)
- COSTA RICA TIEBAH Turrialba 12/11 0400-0415 w/local ads and into a mx segment, then faded, still on this freq. (Gleason) *Fantastic signal from this freq. (Gleason) *Fantastic signal from this freq. (Gleason) I was on the air 12/13-1230 w/tropical music, 0530 w/guests to listeners and local ads. Often mentioned "Once-setengas," (Gleason)
- KIRKU ISLANDS VOA Okinawa was steady 59 at 1140 on 12/16. (Wilkinson)
- INTERNATIONAL WATERS I see Radio Caroline is reported active on this freq. Station was heard again 0700 12/2 w/popular format, may have been in FX too, a weak signal. (Foxworth)
- COLOMBIA HJAT Radio Cordillera, Bogota, 12/16, pop mx Op35, ID and annos between records. Long sked, but when up quite good, all alone on freq. (Gleason) A big thanks card from this year, but still no veriete after several tries. (ID)
The reporters for this issue

Ken BAKSHI - York, England
Dave ETRAUD - Poughkeepsie, Virginia SW-14, Drake loop, longwire
John CALLAHAN - Mt. Vernon, Illinois HQ-160, SW-1
Ken DANCE-YFD - Wallingford, Pennsylvania HQ-180A
Marc DELIBAIX - Centreville, Massachusetts HQ-100, SW-1
Richard EDMOND - Philadelphia, Pennsylvania B640/6455, Sanserino loop, Grundig
Phil FINKLE - Northridge, California Satellit 21, SW-1
Bob FOXWORTH - Long Island, New York HQ-150 w/Buscio, NEC loop, GP990-XXX, Icom
Lave GLASON - Scottsdale, Arizona HQ90A/USA, SW-1, Sanserino loop
Glenn HAUSER - Okla, Oklahoma HQ-160, SW-2
Bill HUTCHINSON - Baltimore, Maryland HQ-180, SW-1
Bill PASSEY - Pelott, Wisconsin Galaxy H-550, SW-2
Ron SCHILKE - Lighthouse Point, Florida HQ90A/USA, SW-2
Richard SHAFTA - New York, New York HQ-140X, Philips IC, SW-2
Tom SUNDSTROM - Willingboro, New Jersey HQ-150 w/Sibco, SW2, SWA, longwire
Brian VERNON - Fort Hardy, British Columbia DX150, SW-2, 2 longwires
Dave WILKINSON - Santa Rosa, California HQ-180, Sanserino loop
Bruce WINKLEMAN - Yan, West Virginia N2UXA - New Zealand Radio DX League
N2UXA - New Zealand DX Radio Association

That's it. I've got to run like hell to get to the PO before 1700 pick up. Thank you all supporters, hope to have your name in the list next week. 73 DX REPORT : : :

The Voice of Turkey

ANKARA, TURKEY

Voice of Turkey

ANKARA, TURKEY

Die Stimme der Türkei

ANKARA, TÜRKİE

We confirm that the station you heard was our station marked on the table.

Lieber ....................................................................................

Wir bestätigen, dass die Station die sie hörten, unsere Station ist, die wir hier angekreuzt haben.

If undelivered, please return to
"Voice of Turkey T.R.T.
Nithpatse Cad. 37 Ankara - TURKEY
REAL excitement, fun and games around here, couple days before Christmas shot with replacing motor mount and water pump on the (trusty??) old car. Would also like to welcome couple new area DXers to the club. By now Frank Blystone of Bonestown and John Silliman of Girard should be members, also special thanks to John, without his help my water pump would have been operating in one day, instead of 3!!

First off I'll hit some 111 general changes, a bigger changes section will be near the end of DDX.

730 GCHR On. Per vere uses this call days, and GCHR-7 at night. Address on 760--ch pop NEH 301 (Schmidt).

*850 WIDH MA. New owners will switch Sunday morn. SP to MONDAY MORN. 0000-0500! New SP is 2 hours longer and carrier should be off 0130-0430 or so. (B.G.K.)

*950 WPEN PA. New owners want to station totally off the air for close to a week to re-build it. Date etc. unknown (Schmidt).

1310 WIBA WI. Sked is 0600 to 0400 daily/w/ Sun. on 0800 (RoSS).

1110 KRLA CA. This to join NITZCAP BIT 12/31. Now on KSL 1160-WIAS 840-WBAL 1090-KITO 710- 

& c's

GOT A FEW THAT ARRIVED TO LATE FOR THE NEW FREQUENCY CHECK LIST:

1st, WED: 0300-0315 WCUG GA 850 t****2nd. horizon: 0330-0345 WKE IA 1490 t

3rd. Fri: 0315-0330 WJLJ MS 1060 t (Reinstate-deleted from list as no one reported it--supposedly still valid 1-7)

4th. Fri: 0245-0300 WAPA MS 710 t

2nd. M: 0200-0215 WABO MS 990 t (Delete listing elsewhere)

0230-0245 WTCB AL 990 t (ditto)

***** ALL these from Joe Pela, he of the frequency check list thing.*******

NOW ONWARD TO THE REGULAR LISTING OF THESE:

1st. M: NOX 1310 w/ 1K T (WH)

1st. TUR: WOS 1350 w/ TT (WH)

1st. Thu: VWSJ 1200 w/ 1K (KDF) WEXX 1490 w/ mx (KDF)

2nd. Fri: KFDB 1280 w/ 3K (WH)

2nd. Sat: KNLV 1520 w/ TT, TIDs @ 4 min. 0110-0120 (KDF)

KJEF 1290 w/ TT, TIDs @ 5 min. (KDF)

KDEE 970 w/ TT (KDF) (confirmed by phone)

3rd. M: WDBC 1450 w/ TT & phonetic IDs (WH) WIBX 1450 w/ TT (RR)

3rd. Wed: WFLI 1450 w/ --new time: 0300-0315 (RR)

KVSA 1220 w/ TT 0645-0700 (RR)

4th. Fri: KFLI 1070 w/ RR & Lookout Mtn./Chattanooga IDs (WH)

4th. M.: WHSc 1450 w/ 1K T, TIDs @ 5 min., per call this is M on 3rd Sunday, (TRGs)

AND ONE LITTLE UNHEARD JQH: 2nd. TUR: KDTY 1370 (WH)

sunset & evening

730 WORL NY 12/19 Local ADs, TC, C&N on tape replay 1706-1710, no tape claim on this (RJE) 12/14 S/off 1715 w/ FM 96.1 promo, no SS (JS)

WLLN NY 12/14 "Life 74" relief. P/M, to 1727 c to gospel to 1732 S/off w/ FM 93.5 plug, no SS (JS) 12/19 local ADs S/off 1730 no SS.

U/ WLR-C&N. "New & taped (RJE) Who's she??--HEB"

WWMN AL 12/14 Lengthy wx in progress 1732, S/off 1735 of WLL caused a one. Back at 1744 w/vocal DIXIE to 1749 (JS)

WMCF KY 12/19 w/ Relig., then S/off of w/ organ mix 1710-1715 taped (RJE)

WFNC NC 12/19 Atep w/ C&N, local ADs 1650-1655, New taped (RJE)

WLOR GA 12/19 Briefly w/ C&N w/ ADs S/off, no SS 1728-1730 (RJE)

CHYD ON 12/19 Even w/ CKAC 1730-1735 after WLL/WJAR S/off, rare (RJE)

KSUD AR 12/4 Poor w/ CJNR 1757 w/ S/off (RRK)
1100 KQWB TN 12/16 UT/Talk ppsm. 0240-0300, maybe KDAY? (GA) (noted)

1200 WBNJ FL 12/8 S/on by male annc., 0601, then OC a few minutes—no SSB—

1300 KCHL CA seeks move Ant/Ans/tm. 1310 WJNJ NM seeks re-activate station. 1330 WRCH IL seeks move Ant/Ans/tm. (no SSB)

1500 WSSB CA seeks move Ant/Ans/tm. (no SSB)

1500 WBNJ FL 12/8 S/on by male annc., 0601, then OC a few minutes—no SSB—

1600 WBNJ FL 12/8 S/on by male annc., 0601, then OC a few minutes—no SSB—

1700 KCHL CA seeks move Ant/Ans/tm. 1330 WRCH IL seeks move Ant/Ans/tm.

NEW STATIONS GRANTED: WSSB CA

580 KKBB TX Houston 1090 KACO TX Bellville 1080 KJEL Me Louisiana

**CPC EXTENSIONS**

1200 WBBM IL 12/9 Call ANS then s/on (RK) They still rerieve—(RK)

1300 WSSB CA 12/16 UT/Talk ppsm. 0240-0300, maybe KDAY? (GA) (noted)

1500 WBNJ FL 12/8 S/on by male annc., 0601, then OC a few minutes—no SSB—

1500 WBNJ FL 12/8 S/on by male annc., 0601, then OC a few minutes—no SSB—
There all of it gang, bye-bye all that!!
JOHN FELIA Jr. = 195 Robert Place - South Plainfield, N.J. 07080

Not much to report since last time but here it is:
12/21 21:57, strong on 940, assumed to be un tester (WPG, perhaps?)
12:29, WFLA-520-910, very weak v/ WCN, 0940, & at times, an 86...\text{noteworthy}.
Cuba muted, of course. 3:00, WFLA-520-910, 0940, 12/29 0940-12:54am, all
very weak on 940. 12/28 0940 out of KFLF-1500-910, all but buried by a relatively
strong WUP. KFLF seemed to have rather long announcements (announced, however)
but no TT or my noted. So that their TT? 1:30 s/on finally for CBN-740.
Anything from the NB is very tough here & there's no obvious reason for it.
Earl Jefferson believes RX makes a better sense to me than WBA's "Rewrite NK". (You suppose you stared at the radio for that?) WBA's
11/26, it was busy working for "WWB"-L100, until they began 50Kw non-directional operation at
12:29am on 11/26/74. Lately DX has been good here, especially on 86. I'm DXing
v/ WCN & WMC nightly. I love it! 10:00, WCN, 0940.
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Our thanks to all the volunteers and sponsors for their support. The upcoming events include a charity concert featuring local bands, a fundraising auction, and a community picnic with family-friendly activities. For more information, please visit our website or follow us on social media. Together, we can make a positive impact in our community.
bought the very new TIN7 from KX-1200 in Lincoln, Neb. I heard WIL-1200 in 1953, then WIS-1200 in 1956, and finally WIB-1200 in 1960. The KX-1200 was sold by KX-6, and the WIL-1200 was sold by WIL-3. The WIS-1200 was sold by WIS-4, and the WIB-1200 was sold by WIB-5. I have been listening to these stations for many years, and I enjoy them very much. I hope to write a letter to each of them and to the NRC about our DXing.
12/16 - I am now out of school for the Holidays, and have reported so far to

My Christmas and Happy New Year to all of us. DX as far as I have reported it is to Mrs. Cline Gardner and their son DX report (wax).

11 Regent Street - Kingston, Ontario - KUL 435

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all of us. DX as far as I have reported it is to Mrs. Cline Gardner and their son DX report (wax).

It was WVT-1290 which tested on MV Nov 26, 1215-1225. They have a 5/10 the last Monday of each month between these times. A few weeks ago, I heard DX was on the air, and I heard a few weak signals a few weeks ago, but I couldn't pick up on it. In my last, I heard DX to have some sort of requests so far, and I'm not sure if WVT is the positive reply arrived on 12/9.

It's been a long season, and I hope all DXers are enjoying the holidays. I'm happy to report that we have some new DXers joining us, and I'm sure you'll enjoy hearing from them as much as I do.

BRIAN G. PITMAN - 11 Regent Street - Kingston, Ontario - KUL 435

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all of us. DX as far as I have reported it is to Mrs. Cline Gardner and their son DX report (wax).

It was WVT-1290 which tested on MV Nov 26, 1215-1225. They have a 5/10 the last Monday of each month between these times. A few weeks ago, I heard DX was on the air, and I heard a few weak signals a few weeks ago, but I couldn't pick up on it. In my last, I heard DX to have some sort of requests so far, and I'm not sure if WVT is the positive reply arrived on 12/9.

It's been a long season, and I hope all DXers are enjoying the holidays. I'm happy to report that we have some new DXers joining us, and I'm sure you'll enjoy hearing from them as much as I do.
New York to All. E.G. \(\exists\) is the season of \(\forall\) new Beginning and \(\forall\) new Opportunities. \(\forall\) are looking forward to \(\forall\) new year with \(\forall\) high hopes and \(\forall\) great expectations. \(\forall\) wish \(\forall\) all a \(\forall\) happy and \(\forall\) prosperous \(\forall\) new year. May \(\forall\) all achieve \(\forall\) their goals and \(\forall\) dreams.

---

From: Eric
Date: 12/9
Subject: Happy New Year to all.

To: All

Dear E.G.,

Happy New Year to all. \(\forall\) am \(\forall\) looking forward to \(\forall\) new year with \(\forall\) high hopes and \(\forall\) great expectations. \(\forall\) wish \(\forall\) all a \(\forall\) happy and \(\forall\) prosperous \(\forall\) new year. May \(\forall\) all achieve \(\forall\) their goals and \(\forall\) dreams.

Eric

---

From: Jeff
Date: 12/8
Subject: Happy New Year to all.

To: All

Happy New Year to all. \(\forall\) am \(\forall\) looking forward to \(\forall\) new year with \(\forall\) high hopes and \(\forall\) great expectations. \(\forall\) wish \(\forall\) all a \(\forall\) happy and \(\forall\) prosperous \(\forall\) new year. May \(\forall\) all achieve \(\forall\) their goals and \(\forall\) dreams.

Jeff
This graph shows the daily variation in AFR, the Fredericksburg index of geomagnetic/auroral disturbance in the Earth's magnetic field. High values of the A index usually result from a heavy influx of electrically charged particles into the upper atmosphere following certain types of solar disturbances. The severe medium-wave signal absorption produced by one of these events is most intense in higher latitudes and affects the United States and Europe; on such a night reception from the south is favored. The maximum absorption for some events may be delayed a few days after the geomagnetic disturbance or may occur immediately. Extended periods of low geomagnetic activity are necessary but not sufficient to guarantee excellent high latitude reception throughout the MW band; other ionospheric effects such as sporadic E and the winter anomaly may mask what would otherwise be excellent conditions following prolonged quiet.